Multilingual Semantic Sourcing using Product Images for Cross-lingual Alignment
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ABSTRACT
In online retail stores with ever-increasing catalog, product search is the primary means for customers to discover products of their interest. Surfacing irrelevant products can lead to poor customer experience and in extreme situations loss in engagement. With the recent advances in NLP, Deep Learning models are being used to represent queries and products in shared semantic space to enable semantic sourcing. These models require a lot of human annotated (query, product, relevance) tuples to give competitive results which is expensive to generate. The problem becomes more prominent in the emerging marketplaces/languages due to data paucity problem. When expanding to new marketplaces, it becomes imperative to support regional languages to reach a wider customer base and delighting them with good customer experience. Recently, in the NLP domain, approaches using parallel data corpus for training multilingual models have become prominent, but they are expensive to generate. In this work, we learn semantic alignment across languages using product images as an anchor between them. This overcomes the necessity of parallel data corpus. We use the human annotated data from established marketplace to transfer relevance classification knowledge to new/emerging marketplaces to solve the data paucity problem. Our experiments performed on datasets from Amazon reveal that we outperform state-of-the-art baselines with 2.4%-3.65% ROC-AUC lifts on relevance classification task across non-English marketplaces, 34.69%-51.67% Recall@k lifts on language-agnostic retrieval task and 6.25%-13.42% Precision@k lifts on semantic neighborhood quality task, respectively. Our models demonstrate efficient transfer of relevance classification knowledge from data rich marketplaces to new marketplaces by achieving ROC-AUC lifts of 3.74%-6.25% for the relevance classification task in the zero-shot setting where the human annotated relevance data of target marketplace is unavailable during training.
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1 INTRODUCTION
E-commerce companies like Amazon, Walmart, Alibaba, eBay, etc. are gaining popularity across the globe and are becoming an integral part of lifestyles. As they expand to emerging and new marketplaces, they are increasingly being used by customers speaking different languages and dialects. To provide a smoother customer experience and to decrease customers’ cognitive load, a good sourcing engine should parse queries expressed in any language as well as ill-formed queries to retrieve relevant products. For example, Amazon.in (https://amazon.in/) allows customers to shop in English, Hindi, Marathi, Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam and Bengali.

A typical e-commerce product search involves two major components. (1) Sourcing system: Retrieving products that are relevant to the customer’s intent (expressed as a query) and (2) Ranking system: prioritising the retrieved list of products in decreasing order of relevance for the customer. The focus of this work is the first component, i.e, sourcing relevant products for a given query. Traditionally, sourcing systems relied on syntactic matches between the query terms and the terms in the product title/description. This approach increases the cognitive load of the customer since they have to re-formulate queries many times to discover relevant products.

In order to incorporate semantics into these systems, sourcing systems can leverage historical anonymized user session logs containing queries, clicks and purchase data. For example, if many customers search for the term “payal” but ultimately in the same session end up purchasing “anklets”, then the term “payal” can be added to the semantic index of that product. This method of enhancing the index, although useful, has a few shortcomings: (1) It does not generalise well due to a lack of understanding of the deep semantics between the query and the products; for example, products containing the term “anklet” but undiscovered by customers using the search query “payal” will not have “payal” in their semantic index; (2) It can lead to noisy matches between the query and the products, e.g., a customer searching for the “Colgate toothbrush” but purchasing “Colgate toothpaste” in that session can lead to the former being in the index of the latter. To alleviate this noise, large amounts of human-annotated relevance data are required,
which is expensive to generate. This problem is further amplified for emerging/new marketplaces due to the paucity of relevance audit data. Maintaining marketplace-specific models incurs computational and operational overhead. It also restricts multi-locale search, e.g., customers searching in Tamil in the English-predominant IN marketplace. Multilingual models provide a viable option to handle all these limitations.

Recently, there have been significant advances in language processing technologies with the introduction of transformer models such as [7] and these models have been extended to learn unified multilingual models that can be used to process multiple languages. Our approach to Semantic Sourcing is to independently represent queries and products into an n-dimensional semantic space such that the entities (query/product) that are relevant to each other are in the neighborhood of each other in the semantic space. Applying standard multilingual language models [7] to this approach by combining all language data does not enable the transfer of deep semantic knowledge between marketplaces and languages. Recent approaches for training multilingual semantic sourcing models such as [11] and [1] require human-annotated parallel-corpus and large datasets of cross-listed products for every language pair, respectively. [23] leverages customer behaviour data from various marketplaces to learn multilingual representation. All these datasets are either expensive to generate or limited/unavailable for emerging/new marketplaces. However, there is a large corpus of product catalog for each marketplace consisting of (product title, description, image) tuples. In this paper, we propose Multilingual Multimodal Semantic Sourcing model (M2S2) for cross-language product retrieval wherein product images act as an anchor between languages to learn multilingual semantic alignment.

The main contributions of our work are multi-fold. (1) **Multilingual alignment using visual modality:** To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to leverage product image which is language-agnostic in nature to learn alignment between languages for e-commerce product retrieval. (2) **Transfer Learning:** The Query-Product relevance knowledge is transferred from high resource marketplaces to low resource marketplaces. (3) **Model:** We enhance the Siamese architecture network to learn language-agnostic semantic representations. (4) **Zero-Shot learning:** By leveraging product images for multimodal semantic alignment, we reduce the necessity for human-annotated relevance data and thereby improve the zero-shot relevance classification performance across marketplaces. We perform ablation studies to evaluate the effectiveness of major components of the proposed M2S2 framework.

2 RELATED WORK

**Product Search:** Traditionally, syntactic matching between query and document has been done to retrieve relevant documents for a given query. With the introduction of latent semantic models, the intent matching happens at the semantic level where syntactic matching often fails. With recent advances in NLP, deep learning models are being employed for semantic sourcing. These include embedding based models such as Deep Semantic Search Model (DSSM) [12, 25], Convolutional Deep Semantic Search Model (CDSSM) [33], Multi-Task DNN [20], Sentence-BERT [30] and ColBERT [13]. DSSM and CDSSM models are latent semantic models with a deep structure that project queries and documents into a common low-dimensional space where the relevance of a document given a query is computed as the cosine similarity between their embeddings.

BERT [7] which is based on encoder part of Transformer [39] has achieved state-of-the-art performance in various NLP applications [7]. Sentence-BERT (S-BERT) [30] is a modification of BERT based on Siamese network which can be used for tasks with higher computational requirement where BERT is infeasible. ColBERT [13] improves the performance over S-BERT by performing delayed-interaction on query and document token embeddings. RoBERTa [22] leverage various pre-training tricks and achieves significant improvements over BERT. There has been an explosion in BERT based models exploring architectural innovation, improvements in training methodologies and leveraging more data along with entities from knowledge base [4, 10, 17, 29, 31, 44]. All these models can be used in Siamese fashion to get embedding based models for semantic sourcing.

**Multilingual Search:** M-BERT [7] is the multilingual variant of BERT which is trained on 104 languages and has demonstrated competitive results on Multilingual tasks [27]. XLM [15] leverages bilingual parallel-corpus and a combination of masked language modelling (MLM) and translation language modelling (TLM) for cross-lingual representations. XLM-RoBERTa [5] combines XLM approach with RoBERTa tricks to pre-train a model on more than 100 languages on MLM task. Other multilingual BERT based variants include [21, 41]. [42] introduces 2 cross-lingual retrieval oriented pre-training tasks, namely, query language modelling (QLM) and relevance ranking (RR) to enhance generalizability of multilingual BERT based models on cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) tasks.

Deep learning based model for semantic similarity between a pair of sentences from different languages has been proposed in [2]. [32] leverages bilingual corpora and represents query/document in shared semantic space for enabling CLIR but doesn’t explicitly align queries/documents in language-agnostic semantic space. In the e-commerce domain, multilingual models based on Transformer architecture are gaining prominence. Query translation based approach is presented in [11] which requires parallel-corpus for each language pair. Model proposed in [1] uses cross-listed products across each language pair to learn multilingual alignment. [23] proposes graph based multilingual model leveraging customer behaviour data from all marketplaces. However, the data used for these approaches is limited/unavailable for emerging/new marketplace. We overcome these limitations by using abundant catalog data consisting of product and images for multilingual alignment.

**Multimodal Search:** With widespread adoption of Transformer based models, they are being actively explored in conjunction with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for jointly learning visual and textual representations [3, 18, 19, 24, 35, 37]. VirTex [6] approach use Image Captioning task to jointly train CNN and Transformer. Approaches outlined in ConVIRT [43] and CLIP [28] use bi-directional contrastive loss between the visual and textual modalities for representation learning. All these models leverage abundantly available images along with the related raw text instead of restricting to labelled data consisting of specific number of predefined classes. This enables wider adoption and generalizability.
However, all these models focus on leveraging raw text to learn better visual representation and are mono-lingual.

**Multilingual Search using Visual Modality:** Multilingual models using image-text data is still an active research area. [34] approach uses 3 Billion (image, caption, relevance) tuples from different marketplaces for learning multilingual embeddings. Globetrotter model proposed in [36] uses visual modality to learn multilingual alignment. This approach serves as an inspiration upon which we build. Due to its unsupervised setting, it uses contrastive learning for training image model. We instead used abundantly available customer behaviour data from established marketplaces to pre-train image model in a supervised setting.

### 3 OUR APPROACH

In this section, we describe our proposed M2S2 framework—a Deep Learning based model that learns to map query and product into a language-agnostic space using image as an anchor for cross-lingual retrieval. This consists of two challenges: (1) learning multilingual alignment. (2) Learning query-product relevance classification.

Product images are language-agnostic in nature, e.g., from Figure 1 we can observe that images are similar but their product titles are in different languages. Hence, we can use image as an implicit signal for cross-lingual alignment. This does not require any bilingual data or common products across the marketplaces which is expensive to generate. Inspired by the Globetrotter framework [36], we learn an aligned embedding space without bilingual corpora by mapping similar products to language-agnostic semantic space using product image as an anchor. Globetrotter framework uses contrastive loss for learning visual alignment between images in absence of explicit supervision. Instead, we exploit customer behaviour data which is abundantly available across marketplaces to generate (Image1, Image2, label) tuples for learning visual alignment in supervised setting. We demonstrate that it will improve the performance in comparison to contrastive learning, which is empirically found to align dissimilar products with similar images closer and similar products with dissimilar images further away. We then incorporate the pre-trained image model in globetrotter framework to learn multilingual semantic alignment.

Our proposed model M2S2 differs from globetrotter model in several aspects. Globetrotter framework focuses on machine translation by modelling it as retrieval based task. This is completely different from our problem statement which is to source relevant products for a given query across marketplaces/languages/locales. Globetrotter framework which only leverages catalog data comprising (image, product) pairs performs poorly on end task of relevance classification as it doesn’t leverage any query information which is part of relevance data. Hence, globetrotter framework helps only in addressing challenge 1 (learning multilingual alignment). We leverage supervised data using anonymized and aggregated customer behaviour data from established marketplaces along with taxonomy based hard negatives to pre-train the image encoder for robust visual alignment capability. As visual alignment is critical component for multilingual alignment, this enhances language-agnostic retrieval performance considerably (Section 4.4). We experiment with Vision Transformer (ViT) [8, 28] which has shown state-of-the-art results on computer vision tasks in addition to ResNet-50 [9]. We also experiment with XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) [5] which has demonstrated better results when compared to M-BERT [27]. Experimental results demonstrate that ViT as image encoder and XLM-RoBERTa as text encoder achieves the best performance on all tasks (Section 4.4). Details of pre-training image model and cross-lingual alignment are described in Section 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

In order to solve query-product relevance classification (challenge 2), we leverage human-annotated relevance data from different marketplaces, and we describe our approach in Section 3.5. To further improve the neighborhood quality in semantic space, we leverage catalog taxonomy data, and we describe this in Section 3.5.

#### 3.1 Problem Formulation and Notation

We formulate the cross-lingual retrieval problem as follows. Let $L = \{l_1, l_2, ..., l_N\}$ be the set of languages, $P = \{p_{1}^{g}, p_{2}^{g}, ..., p_{N}^{g}\}$ be the set of products and $Q = \{q_{1}^{m}, q_{2}^{m}, ..., q_{M}^{m}\}$ be the set of queries where $g_i \in L$ and $h_i \in L$. Let $D_{cls} = \{(q_1, p_1, y_1), ..., (q_2, p_2, y_2)\}$ be the human-annotated relevance data where $y_i$ is the relevance label. Let $D_{align} = \{(p_{1}^{g}, image_1), \ldots (p_{2}^{g}, image_2)\}$ be the data used for semantic alignment across languages. Let $D_{cat} = \{(p_{1}^{g}, images_1, c_1), \ldots (p_{2}^{g}, images_2, c_2)\}$ and $D_{req} = \{(q_{1}^{m}, c_1), \ldots (q_{M}^{m}, c_n)\}$ represent the product and query catalog data, respectively, where $c_n$ represents corresponding category in the product taxonomy. Based on the historical customer purchases, let $D_{pp+}$ and $D_{pp+}$ be product and query-query positive pairs, respectively. First, we filter $(q_{k}^{m}, p_{i}^{g}, c_i)$ tuples where $c_i > \text{thresh}_{occur}$, where $c_i$ represents number of in-session purchases of $p_i$ for query $q_{k}^{m}$. Let this data be $D_{filter}$ which can be represented as bipartite graph between $Q$ and $P$ with edges being weighted by $c_i$. Next, we apply the topic co-occurrence methodology based on Normalized Point-wise Mutual Information (NPMI) scores from [16] to this bipartite graph to generate $D_{pp+}$ and $D_{pp+}$ datasets.

Let $B(x_i; \Theta_{text})$ be the text encoder that maps $x_i \in Q \cup P$ to embedding space $LA \in \mathbb{R}^d$. Let $f(image_i; \Theta_{img})$ be the image encoder that maps $image_i$ to embedding space $S \in \mathbb{R}^d$. Given an arbitrary query $q_{k}^{m} \in Q$, our objective is to find $K$ nearest products $P_k = \{p_1^{g}, p_2^{g} ..., p_k^{g}\}$ in $LA$.

#### 3.2 Model Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed M2S2 retrieval model optimized for the relevance classification task. Figure 1 provides an overview of our cross-lingual alignment model using images as an anchor. The details of these components are explained below.

1. **Text Encoder:** We use BERT based model in our text encoder to independently represent query and product in intermediate contextual embedding space. Text Encoder $B(x_i; \Theta_{text})$, first computes fixed size contextual representation for an entity $x_i$ by using the ‘cls’ token output of the BERT model. We pass this to prediction head comprising of hidden layer with non-linear activation followed by output layer. This provides embedding $v_i^{text} \in \mathbb{R}^d$. We use the same text encoder for representing both query and product to enable the transfer of language semantics between them.

2. **Image Encoder:** Image encoder $I$ leverages ResNet-50/Vision Transformer (ViT) in conjunction with prediction head (as described above) to generate image embedding $e_i^{img} \in \mathbb{R}^d$. 

[Note: The full page of the document contains more detailed explanations and equations for the proposed model and its components, which are not transcribed here due to the limit on character length.]
3.3 Pre-Training Image Model

To pre-train our image model $I$, we leverage $D_{pp^+}$ and product to category mapping information available in product catalog $c_{n_1} \in D_{cat}$ to generate hard negative samples $D_{pp^-}$. These hard negative product pairs have images which are closer in embedding space but have significant $c_{n_1}$ (product category) mismatch. We pre-train our image model for several iterations; in each iteration, hard negatives are mined as explained above and loss $\ell_{img}$ is optimized (equation 1). $\theta_{pos}$ and $\theta_{neg}$ are hyper-parameters.

$$\ell_{img} = \sum_{(image_i^1, image_i^2) \in D_{pp^+}} \min(0, \hat{y}_i^img - \theta_{pos})^2 + \sum_{(image_i^1, image_i^2) \in D_{pp^-}} \max(0, \hat{y}_i^img - \theta_{neg})^2$$  

3.4 Multilingual Semantic Alignment using Images

Figure 1 illustrates multilingual semantic alignment model. We learn multilingual semantic alignment across languages by optimizing the following text-to-text contrastive learning problem where $r$ is hyper-parameter:

$$\ell_{cls} = -\sum_i \sum_{j \neq i} \alpha_{ij} \log \frac{\exp(\beta_{ij}/r)}{\sum_k \exp(\beta_{ik}/r)}$$

where $\beta_{ij} = \cosine(e_i^{txt}, e_j^{txt})$

$$\ell_{cls} = -\sum_i \sum_{j \neq i} \alpha_{ij} \log \frac{\exp(\beta_{ij}/r)}{\sum_k \exp(\beta_{ik}/r)}$$

(2)

We don’t have parallel corpus data. In order to get the positive and negative pairs for contrastive learning, we use the scalar $\alpha_{ij} \in [0, 1]$ as soft labels. These scalars are generated using visual modality from product images. Here the core idea is to use transitive relations via visual modality, wherein sentences from different languages are semantically similar if they appear in similar visual contexts. Let $\alpha_{ij}^v$ be cross-modal similarity of product $p_{ij}^v$ and corresponding image $image_i$. Let $\alpha_{ij}^p$ be the image-image similarity between images $image_i$ and $image_j$. The computation for $\alpha_{ij}$:

$$\alpha_{ij} = f(\alpha_{ij}^v, \alpha_{ij}^p, \alpha_{ij}^c)$$

where $f(x) = \max(0, x - m)$ and $m$ is margin (3)

We can observe $\alpha_{ij}$ is high only when cross-modal alignments are high between image-text pairs and visual-modal alignment is high between the image-image pair. Visual similarity and cross-modal similarities are learnt contrastively by optimizing following losses:

$$\ell_p = -\sum_{ij} \log \frac{\exp(\alpha_{ij}^p/r)}{\sum_k \exp(\alpha_{ik}^p/r)}$$

where $\alpha_{ij}^p = \cosine(e_i^{img}, e_j^{img})$

$$\ell_m = -\sum_{i} \left( \log \frac{\exp(\alpha_{i}^x/\tau)}{\sum_j \exp(\alpha_{ij}^x/\tau)} + \log \frac{\exp(\alpha_{i}^y/\tau)}{\sum_j \exp(\alpha_{ij}^y/\tau)} \right)$$

where $\alpha_{i}^x = \cosine(e_i^{xttxt}, e_j^{txt})$

(4)

(5)

Full objective is the combination of all above losses where $\lambda$ are hyperparameters:

$$\ell_{align} = \lambda_x \ell_x + \lambda_p \ell_p + \lambda_x \ell_m$$  

(6)

The image encoder $I$ is a crucial component as it guides the model to align the product titles expressed in various languages in a language-agnostic space. The quality of the cross-lingual alignment will depend on the robustness of the image encoder. Globetrotter framework [36] learns visual similarity using contrastive learning as specified in equation 4. We instead use the pre-trained image model $I$ from Section 3.3 which has already learnt visual alignment using supervision from customer behaviour data. We initialize the parameters of image model $I$ while optimizing equation 6. Experimental results reveal that our image model outperforms the globetrotter image model [36] (trained only using the contrastive loss) in the cross-lingual retrieval task (Section 4.4).

3.5 Query-Product Relevance

Our objective is to learn text encoder $B$, such that given a query $q_i^h$, it should retrieve all the relevant products $P = \{p_{ij}^1, p_{ij}^2, ..., p_{ij}^l\}$ in a language-agnostic manner from semantic space $LA$. In this step, we fine-tune parameters of model $B$ by leveraging the $D_{cls}$ dataset. The following loss function $\ell_{cls}$ is optimized where $\gamma_{pos}^cls, \gamma_{neg}^cls$ and $\lambda_{neg}$ are hyper-parameters.
We first pre-train the image encoder using supervised image data, where the model forgets and performs poorly on the multilingual alignment task. We find queries that are close in the current embedding space \( L_A \) for the main task of relevance classification.

Along with the multilingual alignment task, we want the classification task to be inapt because we want to generate negative samples to improve neighborhood quality. We refined the globetrotter model followed by fine-tuning on relevance data (Finetuned-Globetrotter model) and alleviated the forgetting problem. Training globetrotter model followed by fine-tuning on relevance data can be more effective.

Alternate training procedure alleviates this problem. There are 2 steps. First step is to pre-train the model on the multilingual alignment task leveraging the pre-trained image encoder. Second step is to train on the relevance classification task leveraging the text encoder in a Siamese fashion. Second step utilizes relevance data and taxonomy based hard negatives. Training procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1.

We train the M2S2 model in an alternative training procedure for 2 main reasons. (1) We demonstrate that simple approach of training globetrotter model followed by fine-tuning on relevance data (Finetuned-Globetrotter model) leads to forgetting problem wherein model forgets and performs poorly on the multilingual alignment task. Alternate training procedure alleviates this problem (Section 4.4). (2) Multi-task training incorporating relevance task along with multilingual alignment task is inapt because we want to first learn language-agnostic representations and leverage those for the main task of relevance classification.

### 3.6 M2S2 Model Training

We first pre-train the image encoder using supervised image data mined using anonymized and aggregated customer behavior data along with taxonomy based hard negatives. Next, in each epoch of alternate training procedure, we have 2 steps. First step is to train the model on the multilingual alignment task leveraging the pre-trained image encoder. Second step is to train on the relevance classification task leveraging the text encoder in a Siamese fashion. Second step utilizes relevance data and taxonomy based hard negatives. Training procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. Wherein model forgets and performs poorly on the multilingual alignment task.

We train the M2S2 model in an alternative training procedure for 2 main reasons. (1) We demonstrate that simple approach of training globetrotter model followed by fine-tuning on relevance data (Finetuned-Globetrotter model) leads to forgetting problem wherein model forgets and performs poorly on the multilingual alignment task. Alternate training procedure alleviates this problem (Section 4.4). (2) Multi-task training incorporating relevance task along with multilingual alignment task is inapt because we want to first learn language-agnostic representations and leverage those for the main task of relevance classification.

### Algorithm 1: Training Multilingual Multimodal Semantic Sourcing (M2S2) model

```
Require: \( D_{cls} \), \( D_{align} \), \( D_{qq} \), \( D_{cat} \), \( N_{epochs}^{pre-train} \), \( N_{epochs} \) and model hyper-parameters
1 Initialize M2S2 model parameters \( \theta_{txt} \) and \( \theta_{img} \);
2 Train \( \theta_{txt} \) using \( D_{pp} \) and \( D_{cat} \) for \( N_{epochs}^{pre-train} \). for \( epoch = 1 \) to \( N_{epochs} \) do
3   Train \( \theta_{txt} \) and \( \theta_{img} \) on the multilingual alignment task using \( D_{align} \);
4   Generate \( D_{qq} \) using embedding from \( \theta_{txt} \) and taxonomy data from \( D_{qq} \);
5   \( D_{qq,epoch} \leftarrow D_{qq} \cup D_{qq-epoch} \);
6   Train \( \theta_{txt} \) on the relevance classification task using \( D_{cls} \) and \( D_{qq,epoch} \);
7 end
```

### 4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We explore the following research problems in this paper:

**RP1:** Do Product Images from catalog data improve semantic alignment across languages?

**RP2:** Is it necessary to use human-annotated relevance data in addition to catalog data?

**RP3:** Do we need to use product taxonomy based hard negatives?

**RP4:** Does the performance improve upon using supervision in addition to contrastive learning for training Image model?

**RP5:** How our model performs in zero-shot experimental setup when we don’t have human-annotated relevance data for a given marketplace?

**RP6:** Does the performance improve upon using Vision Transformer as image encoder and XLM-RoBERTa as text Encoder? Which component has the most impact?

#### 4.1 Datasets

For all experiments, we collect datasets from Amazon marketplaces. The data used for experimentation is collected for 5 different languages: English (EN), German (DE), French (FR), Italian (IT) and Spanish (ES). It spans 8 marketplaces: India (IN), United States of America (US), United Kingdom (UK), Canada (CA), Germany (DE), France (FR), Italy (IT) and Spain (ES). There are 4 datasets which are sampled down to a small subset for training as well as testing:

1. **D_{align}:** Catalog data from different Amazon marketplaces without explicit supervision comprising of (Product Title, Product Image) pairs used for semantic alignment across languages. Test data is used for evaluating language-agnostic retrieval performance of the models. Training data consists of 1M samples per marketplace. Test data consists of 10K products for each marketplace which are common across all the marketplaces and aren’t part of training data.

2. **D_{cls}:** Human-annotated monolingual relevance data from different Amazon marketplaces comprising of (Query, Product Title, Relevance label) tuples used for learning relevance classification. The average length of the queries and product titles is 2.82 and 18.31, respectively. We sample 60K instances per marketplace (50k + | 10k -) as test data. Train and test datasets are based on random splits and no samples are common between train and test splits.

3. **D_{qq}:** Catalog data from Amazon IN marketplace comprising of (Query, Query taxonomy ladder) pairs used for improving the neighborhood quality in semantic space. They are used for generating (Query, Query) hard negatives (QQ Hard Negatives). This makes sure model has distant embeddings. When query and product are similar but belong to different taxonomical categories. It also includes catalog data of (Query, Query) positive pairs (Q+Q) based on the anonymized and aggregated historical customer purchases. D_{qq} consists of 1.2M samples and \( D_{qq} \) consists of 400K samples.

4. **D_{cat}:** Catalog data from various Amazon marketplaces comprising of (Product, Image, Product taxonomy ladder) tuples used for pre-training and improving the performance of image encoder \( I \). They are used for generating (Image, Image)
4.2 Evaluation Metrics based on task

As mentioned in Section 1, the main focus of this work is related to sourcing relevant products for a given query. Hence, we limit our discussion to only sourcing relevant products and evaluate models on relevance classification (ROC-AUC) and decision support metrics (Precision and Recall) outlined below instead of rank-aware metrics.

(1) **Relevance Classification**: ROC-AUC score for the binary relevance classification task.

(2) **Multilingual Semantic Alignment**: For every product in test data of D_{align}, we retrieve 200 nearest neighbours in the semantic space. We measure the multilingual semantic alignment based on whether the nearest neighbours have the corresponding product from other marketplace. We use Recall@k for k ∈ {1, 10, 50, 100} to evaluate the fraction of common products retrieved for each product at a given k.

(3) **Neighborhood Quality in the semantic space**: Test data comprises of 10k queries and 2.4M products from one day of anonymized search data logs from Amazon IN marketplace. For each query we get 200 nearest products in the semantic space resulting in dataset of 2M (Query, Product) pairs. We get relevance labels using a BERT model trained on relevance classification task using English only Dataset. It has classification head on top of CLS token embedding where input is “[CLS] query [SEP] product_title’ concatenated sequence. We treat this model as our oracle because it has the best performance on relevance task in the EN (English) language. We use Precision@k for k ∈ {1, 10, 50, 100} to evaluate the fraction of relevant (query, product) pairs at a given k.

4.3 Baseline Models

**Monolingual Siamese models fine-tuned on Multilingual-Bert (Monolingual Text-Only S-BERT)**: We take pre-trained M-BERT model [7] and fine-tune it using D_{cat} relevance data for a given marketplace to get monolingual model corresponding to that marketplace. It relies only on textual data.

**Multilingual Siamese model fine-tuned on Multilingual-Bert (Multilingual Text-Only S-BERT)**: We take pre-trained M-BERT model [7] and fine-tune it using D_{cat} relevance data from all the available marketplaces to get one multilingual model. This model relies only on textual data.

**Globetrotter model**: We use the pre-trained M-BERT [7] and pre-trained ResNet-50 [9] as backbone and train globetrotter model [36] using D_{align} catalog data from all the available marketplaces.

**Finetuned-Globetrotter model**: Firstly, we use the pre-trained M-BERT [7] and pre-trained ResNet-50 [9] as backbone and train globetrotter model [36] using D_{align} catalog data from all the available marketplaces. Post that, we fine-tune it using D_{cat} relevance data from all the available marketplaces.

4.4 Results

Based on experiments performed, we will present the quantitative results of our model. To evaluate the ability of sourcing relevant products for a given query, we leverage the metrics outlined in Section 4.2. The M2S2 model trained with Supervised Image model on catalog data as backbone is called M2S2-SIM (Multilingual Multimodal Semantic Search model using Supervised Image Model as backbone). The M2S2-FSIM (Multilingual Multimodal Semantic Search model using Frozen Supervised Image Model as backbone) model is trained using Supervised Image model on catalog data as backbone, with the image model’s weights frozen during training.


Table 1 shows the ROC-AUC scores of various baseline models and M2S2 model variants. Table 2 shows the Recall@k scores on test dataset of D_{align}. Table 2 also shows the Precision@k scores on the test data of D_{cat}. The best scores are highlighted in **bold**, second best scores are *underlined* and all the gains reported below are in relative terms.

**Relevance classification task analysis**: From Table 1, we observe that Globetrotter model which wasn’t explicitly fine-tuned/trained on relevance classification task performs the worst. This reveals the importance of having human-annotated relevant data comprising of (Query, Product, Human Judgement) tuples. The catalog data used to train the Globetrotter model doesn’t have query data and as such misses many nuances of queries like shorter lengths, broad intents in general, vernacular nature, code-switching and various levels of linguistic sophistication etc. This answers our **RP2**: experiments performed reveal that human-annotated relevance data is necessary in addition to the catalog data.

M2S2 model variants outperform all other baselines with great margins on non-EN speaking marketplaces where we have order of magnitude less human annotated data in comparison to EN marketplace. When compared to Monolingual Text-Only models, we observe ROC-AUC gains of 5.39%-9.18% across non-EN speaking marketplaces and 1.31% in EN speaking marketplace. We observe that Multilingual Text-Only model improves over monolingual models with gains of 2.92%-5.87% across non-EN speaking marketplaces demonstrating transfer learning happening to an extent. This further improves by incorporating product images from catalog data of different marketplaces, with the best M2S2 variant outperforming Multilingual Text-Only model with ROC-AUC gains of 2.4%-3.65% across non-EN speaking marketplaces and 1.38% in EN speaking marketplace.

**Multilingual semantic alignment task analysis**: From Table 2, we observe that Globetrotter model is having better Recall@k scores in comparison to Multilingual Text-Only model with gains of 4.13%-22.9% across different thresholds. This demonstrates that Globetrotter model is better at multilingual alignment by using product images as a bridge across languages. This reveals that using product images from catalog data of different marketplaces we can improve the multilingual alignment and thereby answers **RP1**.

hard negatives. It includes catalog data of (Product, Product) positive pairs (D_{pp+}) based on the the anonymized and aggregated historical customer purchases. D_{pp+} consists of 4.2M samples and D_{cat} consists of 800k samples.
M2S2 models outperform all the baselines by great margins across all k thresholds, with 34.69%-51.67% improvements over Multilingual Text-Only model and 18.96%-34.37% over Globetrotter model. Finetuned-Globetrotter model is having the lowest performance indicating the importance of alternate training approach carried out in M2S2 models.

### Analysis of neighborhood quality in semantic space

From Table 2, we observe that Globetrotter model which wasn’t trained using $	ext{D}_{\text{cls}}$ and $	ext{D}_{\text{qq}}$ had the lowest Precision@k scores. This again reinforces the importance of having query data which can be seen in case of Finetuned-Globetrotter model with gains of 39.64%-53.77% over Globetrotter model. M2S2 models which incorporates $	ext{D}_{\text{qq}}$ data in the alternate training phase outperform all the baseline models, with improvements of 6.25%-13.42% & 43.46%-46.46% over Multilingual Text-Only model & Finetuned-Globetrotter, respectively.

This demonstrates the importance of incorporating taxonomy related catalog data to further improve the embedding quality of semantic space and thereby answers RP3.

### Zero-shot performance analysis

Table 3 shows the zero-shot ROC-AUC scores of various models when the human-annotated relevance data for the target marketplace is unavailable during training. We can observe that M2S2-FSIM model and Finetuned-Globetrotter model are having zero-shot ROC-AUC scores above 0.8. Here, the relevance data $	ext{D}_{\text{cls}}$ for target marketplace is absent during training and only $	ext{D}_{\text{align}}$ catalog data of target marketplace is present which is used for multilingual alignment steps. This demonstrates we can efficiently transfer the learnings of relevance classification from data-rich marketplace to data-deficit marketplace in a language agnostic manner. When compared to Multilingual Text-Only model, M2S2 model has gains of 3.74%-6.25% across marketplaces.
AUC scores being above 0.8 across marketplaces. This is very crucial for E-Commerce services to expand across marketplaces; M2S2 models can be deployed to new marketplaces in zero-shot setting providing a great customer experience from the get-go.

Based on all of the above quantitative analysis, we can observe that the best performing M2S2 variant is the one using supervised training using catalog data comprising of product images.

With respect to RP5, our experiments reveal that our models showcase competitive performance in zero-shot settings with ROC-AUC scores being above 0.8 across marketplaces. This is very crucial for E-Commerce services to expand across marketplaces and to launch new language search experience in existing marketplaces; M2S2 models can be deployed to new marketplaces in zero-shot setting providing a great customer experience from the get-go.

Based on all of the above quantitative analysis, we can observe that the best performing M2S2 variant is the one using supervised ViT based image encoder and XLM-R based text encoder. It has 0.46%-1.24% ROC-AUC gains, 5.24%-9.22% Recall@k gains and 3.06%-3.38% Precision@k gains over M2S2-SIM. This answers first part of RP6.

### 4.5 Ablation Studies

Based on Tables 1 and 2, we observe that replacing ResNet-50 model with ViT model leads to ROC-AUC gains of 0.17%-0.44%, Recall@k gains of 2.08%-3.31% and Precision@k gains of 0.21%-0.79%. Replacing M-BERT model with XLM-RoBERTa model leads to ROC-AUC gains of 0.75%-1.35%, Recall@k gains of 8.98%-15.4% and Precision@k gains of 1.84%-2.78%. Therefore, XLM-RoBERTa (text encoder) is adding more value when compared to ViT (image encoder). This answers second part of RP6. The best performance is achieved by replacing both ResNet-50 and M-BERT with ViT and XLM-RoBERTa, respectively.

In Figure 3, M2S2 model scores of various embedding heads are depicted for positive and negative pairs wherein text pairs are from different languages. We observe that for positive match, image to text scores are high and thereby leading to high text to text cosine scores. For negative match, we see that image to text scores are high but image to image scores are high and thereby leading to very low text to text cosine score. This showcases how images act as anchor across different languages. Implementation and hyper-parameters details are provided in Appendix A.1. Qualitative results are provided in Appendix A.2.

## 5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel deep learning based Multilingual Multimodal Semantic Sourcing (M2S2) model for sourcing relevant products for any given query in a language-agnostic manner. The model utilizes catalog data from various marketplaces consisting of product images for learning multilingual semantic alignment. It uses human-annotated relevance data for learning relevance classification and transfers relevance knowledge to low resource marketplaces. Experiments performed reveal that our model outperformed all baselines by great margins across various tasks.
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Figure 4: 5-T-SNE plot of test data of $D_{\text{align}}$ with different colour dots for marketplaces based on M2S2-FSIM model.

Figure 5: Five nearest products for a given query from test dataset of $D_{\text{qq}}$ based on M2S2-FSIM model.

A. APPENDIX

A.1 Implementation Details

We implemented all the experiments using PyTorch [26] and HuggingFace [40]. The backbone for text models was pre-trained multilingual-bert-base-cased (M-BERT) [7] and for image models it was pre-trained ResNet-50 [9] unless otherwise specified. Output embedding dimension for all experiments was fixed to be 512. Monolingual Text-Only S-Bert and Multilingual Text-Only S-Bert were trained using weighted random sampler for 3 epochs using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5. Globetrotter model [36] was trained using Adam optimizer with learning rate of 1e-3 for 10 epochs with weights for all different loss components set to 1. Finetuning of Globetrotter model was done using Adam optimizer [14] with learning rate of 5e-5 for 3 epochs using weighted random sampler. M2S2 model was trained using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5 for 10 epochs with weights for all loss components of multilingual alignment task set to 1 and weight for negative samples $\lambda_{\text{neg}}$ in relevance classification task set to 5. For all experiments, $\theta_{\text{pos}}$ and $\theta_{\text{neg}}$ were set to 1.0 and 0.0, respectively. For all experiments having loss $\ell_{\text{align}}$ from equation 6, $\tau$ was set to 0.1 for loss components $\ell_{\text{c}}$ and $\ell_{\text{sm}}$; it was set to 1.0 for loss component $\ell_{\text{kl}}$. For all experiments having loss $\ell_{\text{align}}$ from equation 6, margin $m$ was set to 0.4. Pre-training of Image model $I$ was carried out for 12 epochs using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5. $\theta_{\text{pos}}$ and $\theta_{\text{neg}}$ were set to 0.8 and 0.0, respectively. All experiments were performed on 4 Nvidia Tesla V-100 GPUs on p3.8xlarge EC2 instance on AWS. All hyperparameters were chosen empirically based on experiments performed.

A.2 Qualitative Results

Figure 4 depicts the embedding of product titles from test data of $D_{\text{align}}$ using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (TSNE) method [38]. We see no language specific cluster signifying the language-agnostic nature of M2S2 models. Figure 6 depicts the 5 nearest products for a given product from test dataset of $D_{\text{align}}$. We can observe that model is able to retrieve relevant products in a language-agnostic manner wherein it is either retrieving same product from different languages or other relevant products across languages. This shows the multilingual semantic alignment capability of M2S2 models. Figure 5 depicts the importance of using taxonomy data for mining query-query hard negatives. We can observe that model is able to retrieve relevant products to the query while handling nuances like vernacular nature of phrases like “jumkalu”, transliteration phrase like “chulha” and broad intents for product discovery like “big helicopter toy”. This demonstrates the value of using $D_{\text{qq}}$ for improving the neighborhood quality in the semantic space. Figure 7 displays few examples of image-image hard negatives generated using taxonomy information from $D_{\text{cat}}$ data. It is used for pre-training Image model as specified in section 3.3.
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